Premier Professional Placement Firm,
Hiring Source, Provides New Tools
to help Company Executives Secure
Best Match for their Need
Change in the Economic Climate has Created a Candidate Rich
Environment from which Companies Can Pick, though Finding the
Best Match Now More Difficult Amid High Number of Applicants –
Hiring Source Simplifies the Process
Houston - The premier professional placement firm of Houston, Hiring Source, has
expanded its accessibility to both company executives with open positions and qualified
candidates wanting to fill them, launching a new website and resource bank.
While the economic climate has had a negative impact on many aspects of society, it
has provided a rich pool of candidates for companies with available positions. Though,
the task of matching the right candidate to the position is particularly difficult with large
numbers of applicants.
In response to this challenge, Hiring Source has honed the tools it makes available to area
businesses and candidates in order to streamline the process and identify the best match
amid the large number of professional candidates currently in the marketplace.
“We provide employers with ‘custom fit’ solutions for their corporate staffing needs –
because in today’s conservative business climate, qualified position-specific employees
are essential in maximizing the company’s potential,” said company President Jennifer
Briscoe, a certified personnel consultant (CPC) and certified temporary staffing
specialist (CTS).
“Our new website and resource bank are part of our ongoing effort to simplify the process
for clients and streamline the steps to candidate selection. These tools translate into
faster fulfillment – and minimal disruption for companies,” Briscoe added.
Recognized as a top performer in her field, Briscoe and her team provide talent for
administrative, accounting, legal, human resources and sales/marketing positions for
some of Houston’s most prestigious companies.
With over 15 years of experience in the placement industry, Briscoe and her company
have earned top performer awards from the Texas Area Association of Personnel
Consultants and the Houston Area Association of Personnel Consultants.
To learn more about the Hiring Source and its new resource tools designed to facilitate
the professional placement process for clients, log onto www.thehiringsource.com. Or,
call 713-623-0400.
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